Killer customers bring killer business
While – sure, the AppFusions team is smart and all, but we couldn't do it without the awesome support, trusted belief
and dedication, and challenging projects brought to us by our customers.
From big jobs, small jobs, software, hosting, or plugin resales – they are all important.

Working together, great things happen.
Continued thank yous to our customers for success together. Here's just a few...

and more ....

Experience Matters
AppFusions brings extensive engineering and operational experience from the many places where we've worked. Here's a snapshot of where
that experience comes from.
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Adomo
AOL
Apple
Amgen
AT&T
Avaya
BAE Systems
BitGravity
Cadence Design
CA Technologies
CBeyond
CBS Interactive
ChipX
Cisco Systems
Clearwater
Networks
ClickAction
Coca-Cola
CodeGear
(Borland)
Connect Hearing
ConSentry
Crosswind Tech
CustomWare
Cylink
Dyn
EBay
ECTF
Electronic Arts

Equinox
FireEye
Govt of So AU.
Harmonic
Health Edge
HotChalk
IBM
IIBA
Insignia (now
SmithMicro)
Jaxtr
Keymage
Kineto Wireless
Knowledge Universe
Life Technologies
Lipstream
Macquarie Bank
MCI
MediaPhy
Mevion
Microsoft
MindTouch
Motorola
Neiman Marcus
Netcom
Netflix
Octel
OnLive! Technologies
Paceworks
Photuris
PocketGems
PocketThis (now CallGenie)
PublicMind
Rearden Labs (now OnLive, Inc.)
Refinery29
Riot Games
Roche
Shop.com
Sycle
Symantec
Symbol
Veeva
Verisk Health (ISO)
Versit (Apple/AT&T/IBM/Siemens)
ViaWest
Violin Memory
Visteon (Ford Motor Co.)
Xebec McGraw-Hill
Zynga

Our Accomplishments Shape Us - Past and Future
Every individual on our hand-picked team has accomplished many great things in their career.
While that is great for experience, we believe firmly in not resting on our laurels. We endlessly push
our abilities forward, learning, growing, and evolving personally, professionally, and technically.
It is our collective experiences, successes, and failures that lends directly to the success of our future
and providing us with firm confidence in meeting our core objective:
Provide solid and strong technical expertise and efficiency, with quality and satisfaction only
in the execution of our products and services for our clients.
We'd love the opportunity to share our working knowledge with you!

